
How To Go Out To Friends 
As the new of Chief of Diversity for Storyteller Foundation, I’ve been mulling over diversity and 
what it means to us creatives. (“Us creatives”, doesn’t that fill your heart with joy? It makes me 
giddy!) 
 
Focusing on diversity can seem exclusionary, particularly if you worry that you don’t get to 
benefit from it. But check out the points below that I hope show that EVERYONE benefits from 
exposure to different stories and experiences. I want us to not just understand the importance 
of diversity, but why also know that even sharing this cause with others is a brave act of 
allyship. 
 

• Diversity makes us all better. When writing a story, we want many different types of 
people to see themselves in the words we write. When you know people who, write 
with people who, sit in a class with people who, are taught by people who have a 
different life experience, it enriches the words we write every day. 

• We must equalize access to education and pathways to success. We at Story Summit 
have access to the best of our field. It’s a priceless opportunity that is accessible for 
many of us, myself included, but not to a majority of people who could never dream of 
getting to sail the Caribbean with other great minds. They simply cannot afford it. And 
those are the voices that we need to hear from. Those are stories that also deserve to 
be told. The Rainbow Fund [http://fundly.com/her-spirit-rainbow-fund] that is open 
right now will help us grasp hands with underrepresented genius looking for a partner 
to bring their stories to light. 

• What happens if diverse stories aren’t told? Have you seen in social media when 
someone talks about their experience and they, the experience haver, is shouted down 
by those who “don’t believe it happened” or “never heard of that”? It happens 
frequently to diverse people who experience things most folks either could not handle 
or want to pretend are not a part of modern society. You know what it’s like to feel 
heard, supported, and appreciated because Story Summit does that for us in many 
different ways. Everyone deserves to feel this way. 

 
I invite, nay ask, you to share our upcoming requests for donations to The Rainbow Fund 
[http://fundly.com/her-spirit-rainbow-fund]. If it helps, use my talking points to craft a message 
and point people directly to the fund itself. Email me at candace@storytellerfoundation.org if 
you need more pointers. I’ll be posting more thoughts along the way as well. 
 
We need Story Summit allies to help us evolve our amazing community to the next level.  
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